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Summary 

The reliability of impact simulations for aircraft components made with triaxial braided carbon fiber 
composites is currently limited by inadequate material property data and lack of validated material models 
for analysis. Improvements to standard quasi-static test methods are needed to account for the large unit 
cell size and localized damage within the unit cell. The deformation and damage of a triaxial braided 
composite material was examined using standard quasi-static in-plane tension, compression, and shear 
tests. Some modifications to standard test specimen geometries are suggested, and methods for measuring 
the local strain at the onset of failure within the braid unit cell are presented. Deformation and damage at 
higher strain rates is examined using ballistic impact tests on 61- by 61- by 3.2-mm (24- by 24- by 
0.125-in.) composite panels. Digital image correlation techniques were used to examine full-field 
deformation and damage during both quasi-static and impact tests. An impact analysis method is 
presented that utilizes both local and global deformation and failure information from the quasi-static tests 
as input for impact simulations. Improvements that are needed in test and analysis methods for better 
predictive capability are examined. 

Introduction 

A wide range of materials, fiber architectures, and manufacturing methods are available to make 
carbon fiber composite components for fixed wing aircraft, rotorcraft, and the engines that power these 
vehicles. For some potential new application, the use of textile reinforcements and resin infusion 
processes offer the opportunity to meet performance requirements at a cost that is comparable with 
current technology. A recent development is the use of composite materials in fan cases for jet engines. 
Approaches using triaxial braided preforms with various resin infusion processes have been developed 
for this application. To achieve airworthiness certification, a full-scale engine blade-out test must be 
performed to demonstrate that the fan containment system can contain a released fan blade and that the 
fan case can maintain sufficient structural integrity to survive the large dynamic loads imparted by the 
unbalanced rotor during spool down. Blade and case deformation during a fan blade-out event can 
usually be simulated with sufficient accuracy using commercial explicit finite element codes. 
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Fragmentation of the fan blade and failure of the case can also be simulated for engines that utilize 
traditional metallic blade and case materials. The accuracy of the simulations currently achievable for 
metallic systems is the result of having an adequate material database and having a large experience 
base for correlation of analysis with test results during development and certification of many engines 
that are currently in service. There is much less material data available and very limited experience 
with such correlation for fan containment systems that utilize composite fan cases. The ultimate goal of 
current research is to improve the blade-out simulation capability for composite fan cases to a level 
comparable to that achievable for metallic cases. The work presented in this report is a first step toward 
that goal. Modifications to standard test methods that are needed to characterize the type of triaxial 
braided composites that are being utilized for composite fan cases are investigated, and a 
computationally efficient method for representing the braid architecture in impact simulations is 
presented. An important objective is to coordinate test and analysis method development so that tests 
performed for material characterization can also yield material property data in a form that is needed 
for composite material models used in the analysis. Ballistic impact tests were performed on composite 
panels in a way that approximates the impact velocity, deformation mode, and strain energy density at 
failure for composite material in a fan case during blade-out. These impact test results are used for test 
and analysis correlation.  

Standard test methods for measuring quasi-static, in-plane material properties were used as much as 
possible in this work. A summary of common test standards for continuous-fiber reinforced polymer 
matrix composites can be found in ASTM D4762 (Ref. 1). Guidance for textile composite materials can 
be found in ASTM D6856 (Ref. 2). Additional guidance can be found in the Composite Materials 
Handbook, DOD–MIL–HDBK–17/1F (Ref. 3). Issues related to airworthiness certification are 
presented by Tomblin (Ref. 4). Specific issues related to 2×2 biaxial braided composite materials made 
by resin transfer molding (RTM) have also been considered by Tomblin (Ref. 5). There is little 
guidance available for testing of composites with two-dimensional triaxial braid architecture. A useful 
series of papers related to testing of triaxial braided composites has been published by Masters et al. 
(Refs. 6 to 9). These papers primarily consider issues such as specimen geometry and strain gage size 
needed to measure global material properties, although there is some discussion of localized 
deformation. Papers that explore non-uniform deformation in various textile composites have been 
published, and papers focused on the triaxial braid architecture are beginning to appear in the literature. 
A summary of some of these papers and a description of an approach using digital image correlation 
methods to examine local deformation in triaxial braided materials can be found in Littell (Ref. 10). 
Littell describes test methods that were developed specifically for composites with a two-dimensional 
triaxial braid architecture that utilizes large-tow-size (12k and 24k), flattened carbon fibers. The large 
unit cell size of this material presents some challenges for measuring material properties using standard 
composite test methods. Non-uniform deformation and edge-initiated damage can cause unrealistic 
failure modes that result in measured values for stiffness and strength that are not representative of the 
material as it would be used in a structure. This report explores the effects that non-uniform 
deformation and edge damage can have on measured stiffness and strength of triaxial braided 
composites when standard tension, compression, and shear test methods are used. Alternative specimen 
geometries that mitigate these effects are presented. Smaller scale local deformation and damage within 
the braid unit cell is also examined. 

At the minimum, quasi-static material property data are required to perform an impact analysis. A 
fully accurate representation of material deformation and failure requires additional data at strain rates 
representative of the impact event. A limited amount of work has been done on development of high-
strain-rate test methods, and research in this area continues. This report focuses on developing the 
framework for a coordinated test and analysis approach using quasi-static data, but the methodology will 
be able to use high-strain-rate data as test methods are developed and the data become available. Results 
from earlier ballistic impact tests on composite panels have been used to provide information about  
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potential failure modes for various material systems, and a wide variety of failure modes were 
observed. It is clear from this experimental data that fiber/matrix interface failure will have to be  
added to the analysis methods presented in this report to fully represent the behavior of these materials. 
However, some of the materials did not exhibit much fiber/matrix failure during impact. For these 
systems, failure initiates as a local fiber fracture and propagates as cracks along the directions of axial 
or bias fiber bundles within the braid. This report focuses on a material system of this type and 
discusses a computationally efficient approach for impact simulation that is capable of simulating the 
effect of braid architecture on crack propagation. 

There has been a significant amount of research conducted in the analysis and modeling of textile 
composites. The majority of the efforts have concentrated on various means to determine the effective 
mechanical properties of woven materials. Among the earliest attempts to model these materials was 
that of Chou and Ishikawa (Ref. 11). In their original mosaic model, the woven composite was 
approximated as a one-dimensional series of laminated cross-ply composites, and classical laminate 
theory in combination with isostress or isostrain assumptions were applied to obtain the effective 
stiffness properties of the material. They later extended the model to account for the fiber undulations 
that are present in an actual woven material. This approach was extended to two dimensions in work by 
Naik and Shembekar (Ref. 12), in which a mixture of parallel and series assumptions were applied to 
obtain the effective properties of the material. To analyze more complicated fiber architectures such as 
braided composites, researchers such as Pastore and Gowayed (Ref. 13) and Byun (Ref. 14) modeled 
the fibers as a series of rods at various angles, and utilized simple isostrain assumptions to obtain the 
overall effective properties of the composite. More sophisticated analysis methods, such as those 
developed by Tanov and Tabiei (Ref. 15) and Bednarcyk and Arnold (Ref. 16), used an approach  
where a representative unit cell of a woven composite was created, and then micromechanics-based 
approaches were applied to compute the effective properties and response of the material. In the context 
of applying these methods within a finite element model, elements are created with a homogenized set 
of material properties, and the appropriate analysis method is used to generate the effective properties 
and response of the woven material. 

The analytical methods mentioned above use homogenized elements, which do not directly take 
into account the architecture of the textile material within a finite element model. However, to simulate 
the directionality of cracking observed for some triaxial braided composites, the braid architecture 
should be directly simulated within the finite element model. To account for the fiber architecture in a 
computationally efficient manner, Cheng (Ref. 17) developed an approach where the braid architecture 
is modeled as a series of layered shell elements where each element is a laminated composite with the 
appropriate fiber layup. The effective stiffness and strength of the equivalent unidirectional composite 
were then included as input data for the finite element analysis. In the method developed by Cheng, 
fiber and matrix properties were combined using simple micromechanics-based approaches to obtain 
the required effective properties. The model was developed within the context of LS–DYNA (Ref. 18), 
a commercially available transient dynamic finite element code commonly used within the aerospace 
industry. A continuum damage mechanics-based composite constitutive model available within  
LS–DYNA was used as the material model. 

In the work described in this report, two major extensions to the approach developed by Cheng 
(Ref. 17) have been made. First, the discretization of the braid has been adjusted to account for the 
relative positions of the axial braid fibers in different layers of the multi-ply composite. More 
significantly, a method has been developed to derive the required material property data directly from 
tests of the triaxial braided material. In the previous approaches, the effective unidirectional composite 
properties of the materials utilized in a braided composite either had to be measured experimentally or 
computed using micromechanics techniques. This approach requires an additional experimental program, 
with tests on either the matrix constituent (for micromechanics approaches) or tests on “equivalent” 
unidirectional composites made from the same fibers used for the braided composite. This is a 
significantly larger experimental effort. There is an additional concern that the properties of the  
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matrix and the properties of the equivalent unidirectional composite do not accurately represent the in situ 
properties of the matrix material and fiber bundles within the braided composite because of processing 
differences required to fabricate the matrix and unidirectional specimens. Furthermore, if 
micromechanics-based approaches are directly applied within the analysis model, the computational  
cost can be increased significantly. In the approach to be described in this report, the equivalent 
unidirectional properties of the composite are calculated from properties of the braided composite.  
With this approach, in situ properties are used for the material model. In addition, the computational 
efficiency of the simulations is significantly increased because there is no need to incorporate 
micromechanics methods into the analysis through some sort of local-global approach. 

Materials 

The composite materials that are currently of most interest for engine fan cases are made by resin 
infusion processes using two-dimensional triaxial braided preforms and 177 °C (350 °F) cure epoxy 
resins. Many fiber/matrix combinations have been investigated. This report will focus on results 
obtained using TORAYCA T700S fiber (Toray Carbon Fibers America, Inc.) and CYCOM PR 520 
matrix (Cytec Industries, Inc.). T700S is a high strength, standard modulus carbon fiber. PR520 is a 
one-part toughened resin specifically designed for the RTM process. Results obtained using the 
T700S/PR520 material system will be presented for the purpose of demonstrating issues related to test 
method development and implementation of test data in impact analysis. Some additional results will 
be presented using the same fiber and EPIKOTE Resin 862/EPIKURE Curing Agent W matrix 
(Resolution Performance Products, now Hexion Specialty Chemicals). This matrix material is a two-
part, low-viscosity system that is easy to process because of its low viscosity and long working life at 
room temperature. This resin system will be called E–862 in this report. The processing characteristics 
of this system were useful for fabricating single-layer composite panels that are described later. 

The two-dimensional triaxial braided preforms were made by A&P Technology, and composite 
panels were fabricated by resin transfer molding (RTM) at North Coast Composites. A [0°/+60°/–60°] 
triaxial braid architecture was used. A picture of the preform and a representative unit cell are shown in 
Figure 1. 

In Figure 1 the ±60° bias fibers are visible on the surface. Portions of the 0° axial fibers that lie below 
the ±60° bias fibers can be seen in the open spaces between the ±60° bias fibers. The 0° axial fibers were 
24k flattened tows while the ±60° bias fibers were 12k flattened tows. Although larger fiber bundles were  
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used in the axial direction, the fiber bundle spacing in the axial and bias directions were adjusted to give 
the same fiber volume in the axial and bias directions. This is a quasi-isotropic in-plane fiber architecture, 
so the global in-plane stiffness is expected to be the same in all directions when the region of interest 
includes several unit cells of the braided material. 

Composite panels were fabricated by placing six layers of the [0°/+60°/–60°] braided preform into the 
RTM mold with the 0° fibers aligned in the same direction. Although the axial (0°) fibers in the various 
layers were aligned, the lateral position of the axial tows in the six layers was random. Resin was injected 
into the closed mold and cured according to processing conditions recommended by the resin 
manufacturer. Cured panel dimensions (after trimming) were 0.6096 m (2 ft) wide by 0.6096 m (2 ft) long 
by 0.3175 cm (0.125 in.) thick. Fiber volume of the cured composites was measured using the acid 
digestion technique. The T700S/PR520 composite had a fiber volume of 55.9 ± 0.18 percent. Single-layer 
composites were also fabricated using the T700S/E–862 material system. When a laminated composite is 
made from unidirectional plies, a balanced laminate must be fabricated to avoid warping. It was possible 
to fabricate flat single-layer panels with no warping using the triaxial braid because the [0°/+60°/–60°] 
braid architecture is quasi-isotropic and all fiber directions are contained within a single layer of braid. 
However, if pieces of material cut from the panel contain less than a unit cell, these smaller pieces of 
material would have a significant twist. The single-layer specimens used for this work contained at least 
one unit cell in the gage sections, so the test specimens were flat. 

Quasi-Static Tests  

Standard test methods have been developed that rely on having a uniform deformation field in the 
gage section of the test specimen in order to accurately measure in-plane tension, compression, and shear 
properties. Results of tests on materials with a triaxial architecture like that in Figure 1 have indicated that 
modifications to standard test methods are needed because the large fiber bundle size and large unit cell 
size can result in non-uniform deformation within the gage section and within the unit cell. In addition, 
premature failure resulting from edge effects can result in failure modes for the coupon that cause 
artificially low strength measurements. To examine the limitations of current test methods, tests on the 
triaxial braided composites were performed using standard methods for measuring properties in tension 
(Ref. 19), compression (Ref. 20), and shear (Refs. 21 and 22). Specimens were tested in a hydraulically 
actuated, 220-kN (50-kip) test machine under displacement control with a displacement rate of 0.635 
mm/min (0.025 in./min). 

One difference from the standard methods was the use of digital image correlation methods to 
measure full-field strain instead of using strain gages or extensometers. A commercial image correlation 
system was used. Load measurements from the test rig were input to the image correlation system to 
generate stress-strain curves. The digital image correlation technique is similar to that described by Littell 
(Ref. 10). A brief summary is provided here. Two cameras are connected to a computer equipped with 
software capable of pattern recognition and calculation of position from stereo images. A calibration 
procedure is performed in which a series of images of known dimensions are placed in the intersecting 
field of view of the two cameras, and the location of the image is mapped by the software. This results in 
a calibrated volume of space that can be used for tracking displacement of test specimens under load. The 
test specimen is painted with a speckle pattern for optimum pattern recognition. A three-dimensional map 
of the specimen surface is obtained before the specimen is loaded. The specimen is then loaded, and the 
pattern recognition software is able to track the three-dimensional displacement of any point that remains 
in the initial field of view. Strain is then calculated from surface displacements measured at specified time 
intervals during a test. Stress-strain curves are calculated from the synchronized load and strain 
measurements. 
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Figure 2 shows an example of the axial strain field measured at one specific time step during an axial 

tensile test. The field of view in Figure 2 captures the entire 3.578-cm (1.409-in.) specimen width and 
approximately 5.08 cm (2 in.) of the specimen height. The strain field in Figure 2 is non-uniform and 
shows high-strain regions within the braid architecture that can become sites for local damage. An 
average strain can be calculated by averaging the non-uniform strain within a particular field of view or 
by tracking the location of specific points. A potential problem with the averaging approach is that the 
calculated strain can be affected by unrealistically high strain values and possible loss of pattern 
recognition at local damage sites. To avoid this complication, global strain was measured by tracking 
specific points that are separated by a distance that is large compared with the size of the local damage. 
The locations of these points, which are approximately 1.905 cm (0.75 in.) apart, are indicated in 
Figure 2. The two points aligned along the specimen vertical axis are used to calculate axial strain, and 
the two points aligned along the specimen horizontal axis are used to calculate transverse strain. Global 
strains are calculated by dividing the relative displacement between the two points in the loaded condition 
by their original separation in the unloaded condition. This is later referred to as an “optical strain gage.” 

Tests were performed to measure tension, compression, and shear properties in axial and transverse 
directions. In the axial tests, the axial braid fibers (blue arrow in Fig. 1) are aligned along the load 
direction. In the transverse tests the axial braid fibers are aligned perpendicular to the load direction. The 
full-field strain measurements were used during all of these tests to examine the uniformity of the strain 
field and to attempt to identify local deformation and damage within the braid unit cell. 

Compression Test Results 

Compression tests were performed according to methods described in ASTM D3410 (Ref. 20). Test 
specimens were 91cm (6.0 in.) long by 3.58 cm (1.41 in.) wide. These dimensions allowed for a long 
gripped region with a short 2.54-cm (1.00-in.) gage section as specified by the standard test method. The 
width was selected to include at least two unit cells. For an axial test, the width includes two unit cells, 
and the length of the gage section includes five unit cells. For a transverse test, the width includes seven 
unit cells, but the length of the gage section includes less than one and a half unit cells. At least two unit 
cells in the gage length would be preferred, but the longer gage length required to include two unit cells in 
the transverse test is not desirable because it increases the possibility of buckling. 

Figure 3 shows the results of compression tests for the T700S/PR520 material system. A 
representative full-field strain map for a T700S/PR520 axial compression specimen is shown in 
Figure 3(a). The deformation in Figure 3(a) is homogeneous with no perceptible effect of the braid 
architecture. The deformation observed in transverse compression tests was also homogeneous. The 
failure mode for a T700S/PR520 axial compression specimen is shown in Figure 3(b). The failure occurs 
in the middle of the gage section, and there is no evidence of premature failure resulting from edge  
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effects. Full-field strain measurements indicated that there were no problems with misalignment or 
buckling in these tests. Similar results were observed for the transverse compression tests. Since the 
deformation is homogeneous and there appears to be no edge effects, the standard test method for 
compression appears to be adequate for measuring compression properties of the triaxial braided 
composites when a toughened matrix like PR520 is used and there is good fiber/matrix bonding. There is 
some evidence (not reported here) that failure might be influenced by edge effects when more brittle 
matrix materials are used or there is poor fiber/matrix bonding. Further investigation of the strain field 
near failure is continuing in order to evaluate the possible influence of edge effects on failure stress and 
strain for T700S/PR520 and other material systems. Typical axial and transverse compression stress-
strain curves for T700S/PR520 are shown in Figure 3(c). Only two tests were performed for each 
orientation to determine average material properties because of limited material availability. Additional 
testing is planned when materials become available. Compression test results are shown in Table I for the 
two material systems reported in this work. 
 

TABLE I.—COMPRESSION PROPERTIES 
Material 

(fiber/resin) 
Axial direction Transverse direction 

Strength, 
MPa (ksi) 

Modulus, 
GPa (Msi) 

Failure strain, 
percent 

Strength, 
MPa (ksi) 

Modulus, 
GPa (Msi) 

Failure strain, 
percent 

T700S/PR520 378 (54.8) 41.9 (6.08) 1.80 346 (50.2) 39.0 (5.66) 1.10 
T700S/E–862 327 (47.4) 41.4 (6.00) 1.01 303.5 (44.0) 42.7 (6.19) 0.87 

Shear Test Results 

Two standard test methods commonly used for measuring shear properties of composite materials are 
ASTM D5379, “V-Notched Beam Method” (Ref. 21) and ASTM D7078, “V-Notched Rail Shear 
Method” (Ref. 22). The V-Notched Beam Method is also commonly referred to as an Iosipescu Shear 
Test. A triaxial braided test specimen fabricated to the geometry used for the D5379 test method is shown 
in Figure 4(a). In this test method the load is applied through the edges of the specimen. Since the fixtures 
for this type of loading were not available in our laboratory, the specimen was loaded through the faces as 
shown in Figure 4(b). Red and dark blue regions in Figure 4(b) are areas where high local strain causes 
failure prior to failure in the gage region. This damage can propagate into the gage area and influence 
both the shape of the stress-strain curve and the measured failure strength. 

The standard specimen geometry used for the D7078 V-Notched Rail Shear Method is shown in 
Figure 5(a), and a modified specimen design developed in this work is shown in Figure 5(b). Advantages 
of the D7078 method are discussed in Reference 23. For the triaxial braid architecture investigated in this 
work it was found that some edge damage can occur along the 45° edge between the notch and the 
clamps. To overcome this limitation, the modified “H” specimen geometry shown in Figure 5(b) was 
developed and used for this work. Details about the development of this modified shear test will be 
published elsewhere. Figure 6 shows a failed T700S/PR520 specimen held by one of the specimen grips 
after a test. Figure 7 shows the horizontal strain and shear strain distributions in the gage area of an “H” 
specimen immediately before failure.  

In Figure 7, the shear deformation is located mostly within the gage area. The width of the 
deformation region is similar to the notch width of 0.7 cm (0.28 in.). In Figure 7 the axial braid fibers are 
horizontal, and there is about one unit cell within the width of the deformed area. A test specimen with 
vertical orientation of axial braid fibers would have about one-third of a unit cell within the width of the 
deformed region. The effect of unit cell size relative to the size of the deformation area needs to be further 
examined in order to establish the validity of the test method for determining global shear properties. The 
regions of red and dark blue are damaged areas resulting from termination of fiber bundles at specimen 
edges. Modifications of the notch size and shape are being considered to reduce these edge failures. The 
strain near the center of the gage area was calculated over an area that is approximately 0.3 by 0.3 mm 
(0.012 by 0.012 in.). Different averaging techniques were used and shown to have very little effect on the 
measured value, though further investigation is needed to develop a standard method for analyzing and  
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TABLE II.—SHEAR PROPERTIESa

Material 
(fiber/resin) 

Strength, 
MPa (ksi) 

Modulus, 
GPa (Msi) 

Failure strain, 
percent 

T700S/PR520 309±8 (44.8±1.2) 17.5±0.3 (2.53±0.04) 2.24±0.06 
T700S/E–862 256±12 (37.1±1.7) 16.2±0.5 (2.34±0.07) 1.98±0.14 
aError limits represent one standard deviation. 

 
extracting the desired values from the full-field strain results. The shear stress-strain curves are shown in 
Figure 8. The shear properties are nearly the same in the axial and transverse orientations. 

Table II shows T700S/PR520 shear properties obtained as averages from the four curves in Figure 8. 
Similar data are shown in Table II for the T700S/E–862 material system. The shear modulus was 
measured as the slope between 0 and 0.2 percent strain. Strength and failure strain were taken at the last 
measured point before failure, which was defined as a sudden significant (usually greater than 25 percent) 
decrease in load (most specimens) or the point at which the curve shows no further load increase. Table II 
and Figure 8 include a clarification of data presented in a previous report (Ref. 24). Here, the calculated 
shear modulus is based on “engineering” shear strain rather than “tensorial” shear strain, as in the 
previous report. The calculated shear modulus in Table II is the correct value to use for the analyses 
described in this report. Analysis results in this report differ slightly from those in Reference 24 because 
of this difference in definition of shear strain. 

Tensile Test Results 

The strain fields observed in the compression and shear tests presented above were nearly 
homogeneous. The effect of the braid architecture on the uniformity of the strain field within the gage 
area and within the unit cell was small, and in many cases not detected at all. In contrast, the strain field in 
tensile test specimens showed effects of the braid architecture within the entire gage area and within the 
unit cell. The pattern of the ±60° bias fibers on the surface of the specimen is clearly visible in Figure 2. 
The non-uniform strain field has been investigated for various material systems and discussed in detail in 
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TABLE III.—COMPOSITE MATERIAL TENSILE PROPERTIESa 

Material 
(fiber/resin) 

Axial direction Transverse direction 
Strength, 
MPa (ksi) 

Young's 
modulus, 
GPa (Msi) 

Failure 
strain, 
percent 

Poisson’s 
ratio 

Strength, 
MPa (ksi) 

Young's 
modulus, 
GPa (Msi) 

Failure  
strain, 
percent 

Poisson’s 
ratio 

T700S/PR520 
1035±34 
(150±4.9) 

47.6±1.1 
(6.9±0.2) 

2.16±0.09 0.31±0.02 
599±3 

(87±0.4) 
42.8±1.6 
(6.2±0.2) 

1.68±0.19 b0.30±0.003 

T700S/E–862 
800±6 

(116±0.9) 
46.9±1.6 
(6.8±0.2) 

1.78±0.08 0.30±0.03 
462±36 
(67±5.2) 

41.6±1.3 
(6.0±0.2) 

1.44±0.09 0.29±0.02 
a Error limits indicate one standard deviation. 
bAverage value for two tests. 

 
Reference 10. Some results from Reference 10 are reviewed in this section, and additional test results 
using single-layer composite specimens are reported. 

Straight-sided tensile test specimens were prepared in accordance with ASTM D3039. Specimens of 
30.48 cm (12 in.) length by 3.578 cm (1.409 in.) width were used for the tensile tests. These dimensions 
were chosen so that the width contained at least two unit cells and the length conformed to the ASTM  
D3039 length-to-width ratios. Typical axial and transverse tensile test results for T700S/PR520 specimens 
are shown in Figure 9. Five measurements were performed for each material system. Average measured 
properties are shown in Table III.  

Premature failure near fiber bundles that terminate at free edges can influence the shape of the stress-
strain curve and the measured failure strain. A large amount of edge damage was observed in both axial 
and transverse tensile tests. In an axial tensile test the axial braid fibers lie along the specimen axis and 
are gripped on both ends during a test. Since these axial braid fibers carry most of the load, the reduction 
in strength caused by edge damage is small for the axial tensile test. The axial tensile stress-strain curve 
shown in Figure 9 is therefore linear until failure. The edge damage has a larger effect on the measured 
strength for the transverse tensile test because all of the axial braid fibers are perpendicular to the applied 
load. There is no continuous load path between the grips through fibers because all axial and bias fiber 
bundles terminate at a free edge. The edge damage contributes to the nonlinearity of the transverse tensile  
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stress-strain curve in Figure 9 and also contributes to the reduced transverse failure stress compared with 
the axial failure stress.  

Figure 10 shows the edge damage and other localized damage that occurs during a transverse tensile 
test. The axial strain field in a specimen loaded close to failure is shown in Figure 10(a). Global stress 
versus local strain is shown in Figure 10(b) for the four locations indicated by points in Figure 10(a). The 
dark blue triangular regions near the edges of the specimen in Figure 10(a) are regions of low strain that 
are not carrying load because of edge damage. Here, the edge-damaged region is about 10 percent of the 
specimen width. Since the damaged region does not carry load, the stress in the undamaged region is 
about 10 percent higher than the stress that is calculated based on the initial cross-sectional area of the 
specimen. The transverse stress-strain curve in Figure 9 is therefore not an accurate representation of the 
transverse tensile properties. In addition to the edge damage, localized damage is visible as small 
horizontal lines throughout the specimen in Figure 10(a). These local regions of high strain occur as a 
result of splitting in the subsurface axial braid fiber bundles, which lie in a horizontal direction in 
Figure 10(a). The locations of the first four splits that occur are indicated by colored dots. The local strain 
in the regions of these fiber bundle splits can be measured for each time step in the test. Figure 10(b) 
shows the global stress versus local strain curves for the four split locations. The global stress versus local 
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strain curves are similar to the transverse global stress versus global strain curve in Figure 9 up to about 
1 percent strain. The curves in Figure 10(b) show an abrupt increase in local strain at the locations 
indicated by arrows. These abrupt increases are associated with splitting of the subsurface axial braid 
fiber bundles. The strain at which the abrupt increase occurs can be considered to be the in situ transverse 
fiber bundle failure strain for the axial braid fiber bundles. This is a useful material property for analysis 
if it is assumed that the failure strain measured on the surface is the same as the failure strain for interior 
plies. Some support for this assumption was found through microscopic examination of the interior of 
specimens, which had been loaded to strains lower than the failure strain. Edge view images of specimens 
that were cut and polished indicated that the extent of fiber bundle splitting is similar for all plies. 

Single-Ply Test Methods 

Specimens used to obtain the test results in the previous section were made from composite panels 
with six plies of triaxial braid. The axial fibers were aligned for all plies, but the transverse positioning of 
the plies was random. The full-field strain results presented above show some of the effects of the braid 
architecture for a surface ply that is constrained by the remaining five plies. Single-ply composites were 
fabricated and tested in order to focus more directly on the deformation within an unconstrained unit cell 
of the braid. The T700S/E–862 material system was used for making the single-ply laminates because of 
material availability and the ease of processing this resin system. Testing of single-ply shear and tensile 
specimens is ongoing; details of the test methods and more extensive results will be published elsewhere. 
However, some preliminary results that are relevant to issues discussed above are reported in this report. 

The out-of-plane displacement for a single-ply transverse tensile specimen is shown in Figure 11. The 
red and yellow regions in Figure 11 represent displacements out of the plane of the image. The dark and 
light blue regions represent displacements into the plane of the image. This local bending at the specimen 
edges is periodic with spacing dictated by the braid architecture. Similar, but much smaller, out-of-plane 
deflection occurs in the six-ply laminates. This indicates that stresses associated with out-of-plane 
displacement can contribute to the edge damage observed in the six-ply tests. The axial strain in the same 
single-ply T700S/E–862 straight-sided transverse tensile specimen is shown in Figure 12. Figure 12(a) 
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shows the full-field axial strain measurements, and the associated stress-strain curve is shown in 
Figure 12(b). Areas of high (red) and low (blue) strain correspond to areas of high out-of-plane 
deformations shown in Figure 11. Axial fiber bundle splitting (similar to that shown in Fig. 10(a)) can 
also be seen as red dots throughout the specimen. Further work is being performed to compare the onset 
of this type of damage in single- and six-ply T700S/E–862 straight-sided specimens. Figure 12(b) shows 
the global stress versus global strain curve for this specimen, which was obtained using a 2.5- by 2.5-cm 
(1- by 1-in.) optical strain gage. 

The fiber bundle splits in Figures 10(a) and 12(a) are characteristic of the material, but the edge 
damage is an artifact of the test method. A bowtie specimen geometry has been proposed to eliminate 
edge effects and provide more reliable strength measurements, particularly for the transverse tensile 
strength (Ref. 25). This specimen was shown to give transverse tensile strengths much higher than those 
measured using standard straight-sided specimens. The reliability of stress-strain measurements obtained 
using this type of specimen is investigated here using a single-ply test specimen. Figure 13 presents the axial 
strain results for a T700S/E–862 single-ply bowtie specimen. The axial strain measured during a transverse 
tensile test is shown in Figure 13(a). Figure 13(b) shows the global stress versus global strain curve obtained 
using a 6.23- by 6.23-mm (0.25- by 0.25-in.) optical strain gage centered in the specimen notch. 
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The red color in Figure 13(a) is high deformation at the notch. The notch effect seems to be blunted 

when the first continuous bias fiber is encountered. It is therefore possible that the notch has little effect 
on strength. The strain field in the region between the notches is somewhat uniform, although efforts are 
continuing to optimize the specimen geometry for a more uniform strain field in the gage area. Since the 
stress-strain curve for the bowtie specimen (Fig. 13(b)) is similar to the curve for the straight-sided 
specimen (Fig. 12(b)) in the linear region, it might be possible to design a bowtie specimen that could be 
used for stiffness as well as strength measurements. The straight-sided specimen has an abrupt failure at a 
strain of about 1.2 percent and stress of 450 MPa (65.27 ksi). The bowtie specimen shows a more gradual 
failure and higher failure stress of approximately 800 MPa (116 ksi). 

Impact Tests  

Ballistic impact testing was performed using a single-stage compressed gas gun to propel a soft 
projectile into 61-cm (24-in.) by 61-cm (24-in.) by 3.2-mm (0.125-in.) composite panels. The composite 
panel is held in a 5.1-cm- (2-in.-) wide steel picture frame fixture with a 51- by 51-cm (20- by 20-in.) 
aperture. The projectile is a mixture of gelatin and phenolic microballoons. The composition is similar to 
that of projectiles commonly used to simulate bird strikes on aircraft. The molded projectile is a cylinder 
with a length of 12.7 cm (5 in.), a diameter of 7.0 cm (2.75 in.), and a nominal density of 0.92 g/cm3. A 
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soft projectile was used rather than a hard projectile because the objective was to induce a high strain 
energy density in the composite material before failure. The impact test configuration showing the 
deformation of the projectile during a typical test is shown in Figure 14.  

Tests are performed over a range of impact velocities to determine the velocity for onset of damage, 
the growth of damage with increasing velocities, the penetration threshold, and the damage pattern 
induced by penetration. The penetration velocity depends on the material system, but velocities above 
500 ft/s are common for the more impact resistant material systems. Further information about the test 
method can be found in Reference 26. More recent information about current high-speed video 
capabilities and the digital image correlation methods used are discussed below. 

Typical data acquisition consisted of multiple high-speed digital video cameras in various locations. 
Recording rates were typically on the order of 10 000 to 20 000 frames per second with speeds up to 
60 000 frames per second at reduced resolution for special interest tests. Panel displacement and strain 
data is measured using a digital image correlation system that is similar to the one described above except 
that pairs of high-speed cameras are used instead of the lower speed cameras that are used for quasi-static 
tests. Full-field strain maps are collected for each time step in the high-speed video. Typical data 
calculated for this work include out-of-plane displacement, strain in the vertical direction (approximately 
equal to material axial strain), and strain in the horizontal direction (approximately equal to material 
transverse strain). In Figure 15, a deflection pattern is shown as an overlay on an image of the back of a 
panel during impact for a typical impact test. 

Six T700S/PR520 panels were impacted using impact velocities ranging from 122 to 230 m/s (400 to 
756 ft/s). The lowest velocity impact produced no visible damage, and the highest impact velocity 
completely penetrated the panel. The threshold velocity for penetration was between 191 m/s (627 ft/s) 
and 194 m/s (637 ft/s). The onset of fiber failure on the backside of the panel occurred between 183 m/s 
(601 ft/s) and 186 m/s (609 ft/s). There was no fiber failure for an impact velocity of 183 m/s (601 ft/s). 
Figure 16 shows the front and back of the panel impacted at 186 m/s (609 ft/s). Figure 17 shows a closeup 
view of the damage at the center of the initial contact area on the back of the panel. The paint on the back  
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of the panel was used to provide a pattern for deformation measurements by digital image correlation. 
Both axial and bias fibers show some tensile failure. Surrounding the region of tensile failure there is 
evidence of transverse splitting within the fiber bundles, similar to the splitting that was observed in the 
quasi-static tensile tests. The impacted panels are currently being examined by ultrasonic through 
transmission and thermography to check for nonvisible damage. 

The displacement of any point on the back of the panel can be determined by digital image 
correlation, as illustrated in Figure 18. Figure 18(a) shows the out-of-plane displacement versus position 
for points that lie along a vertical line (located as shown in Fig. 15) that passes through the center of the 
panel during an impact test at 186 m/s (609 ft/s). Curves are shown for the first seven video frames after 
initial contact of the projectile on the panel. Figure 18(b) shows the horizontal (transverse) strain 
corresponding to the curves in Figure 18(a). Regions of high strain correspond to regions of high 
deformation because the strain is caused primarily by the local curvature of the panel. 
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The discontinuity at the peak of the curves in Figure 18 indicates that fibers have fractured. The paint 
pattern used for image correlation is lost when fiber fracture occurs, and deformation can no longer be 
measured in that region of the panel. The time interval between frames in this example is 37 μs. Since the 
video frames are not synchronized with the initial contact of the projectile on the panel, the time after 
initial contact corresponding to the curves in Figure 18 is only known within 37 μs. The deflection of the 
panel at 148±37 μs after initial impact is 1.32 cm (0.52 in.) and the strain at the same time is 1.4 percent. 
Fiber failure appears to initiate at a deflection slightly greater than 1.32 cm (0.52 in.) and a strain slightly 
greater than 1.4 percent. The transverse tensile strain at failure reported in Table II for the quasi-static 
tensile test using straight-sided specimens was 1.69±0.19. The failure strain measured in the quasi-static 
and impact tests are similar. However, there is a large uncertainty in the quasi-static test result (i.e., ±0.19 
for one standard deviation), and the exact strain at failure can only be estimated from the impact test 
because the 37 μs time step is too long to ensure that the last unbroken curve in Figure 18(b) corresponds 
to a time just before failure. It is also recognized that the impact test involves multiaxial loading, out-of-
plane deformation, and high strain rates, so the failure strains measured in the quasi-static tests are not 
expected to be equal to the failure strains measured during impact.  

In addition to the high tensile strain at the center of the panel, there is a negative (compressive) strain 
with a maximum value of –0.25 percent in a circular region outside of the central region of maximum 
deflection (see Figs. 15 and 18(b)). This is a result of negative curvature of the panel in this region. There 
is no evidence of compressive failure in the impact test. This is consistent with the quasi-static 
compressive failure strain of 1.10 percent indicated in Table I, and the linearity of the compression stress-
strain curve up to a strain of 1.0 percent in Figure 3(c). 

An impact test performed at 191 m/s (627 ft/s) showed similar, but more extensive, fiber fracture on 
the back of the panel. A closeup image of the failure region is shown in Figure 19. A test performed at 
194 m/s (637 ft/s) resulted in penetration of the panel by the projectile. Figure 20 is a sequence of frames  
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from the high-speed video showing first fiber failure, growth of the initial damage area, and finally crack 
initiation in the vertical direction leading to penetration by the projectile. Pictures of penetrated 
T700S/PR520 panels after testing at 194 m/s (637 ft/s) and 230 m/s (756 ft/s) are shown in Figure 21. The 
vertical propagation of the crack for the panel tested at 194 m/s (637 ft/s) is not typical of most other 
material systems that have been tested. The panel tested at 230 m/s (756 ft/s) panel does show some crack 
propagation along the bias fiber directions, which is a more common mode of failure for other material 
systems. The different failure modes observed for different materials and for the same material at 
different test velocities cannot be simulated using current simulation methods. The remainder of this 
report discusses approaches that are being developed to improve the simulation capability. 

Impact Simulation 

For this work, the transient dynamic finite element code LS–DYNA (Ref. 18) was utilized. Early 
attempts to simulate the impact tests described in the previous section used effective properties as the 
input to the finite element code. The braid architecture was not explicitly modeled. Instead, the material 
was modeled as an orthotropic material with a set of smeared, homogenized properties. A simulation of 
an impact test on a flat plate with homogenized material properties for a [0°/+60°/–60°] braided 
composite is shown in Figure 22. 

In Figure 22, failure initiates at the center of the panel, and cracks then propagate equally in the 
vertical and horizontal directions. The deflection of the panel up to the point of failure correlated well 
with experiments; however, neither the onset of damage or the crack pattern could be simulated. The 
penetration threshold for a specific material could be simulated by adjusting input properties or numerical 
parameters within code. However, there was no systematic way to set the material properties and model 
parameters such that the penetration threshold for a range of different materials could be simulated. 
Because homogenized material properties were used in the analysis, the crack pattern in Figure 22 is 
determined by the panel geometry. Experimental results for panels made from many different material 
systems indicated that cracks most often follow one of the braid fiber directions. In an attempt to simulate 
this directionality of crack propagation, Cheng (Ref. 17) developed a method to represent the braid 
architecture within a shell element by assigning suitable properties to integration points within the 
elements. In his approach the braid unit cell is discretized into a series of parallel laminated composites 
using a method to be described below. Results of a panel impact simulation using this approach is shown 
in Figure 23. 

In Figure 23 failure initiates at the center of the panel. A crack first grows for a short distance along 
the direction of the 0° fibers then turns to propagate along the ±60° fiber directions. This behavior is close 
to that observed in experiments with some material systems. However, the model was not able to simulate  
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the wide range of crack patterns observed experimentally. Correlations with the measured penetration 
threshold could be made by adjusting material properties and other parameters used in the analysis, but 
prediction of experimental results was not possible. The method described in the remainder of this section 
builds on the approach developed by Cheng. An approach for simulating a multilayer braided composite 
is presented, and a systematic method for utilizing experimentally measured material properties in the 
simulations is described. 

A unit cell of the triaxial braided preform is shown in Figure 24. A top view of the braid architecture 
is shown in Figure 24(a), and an edge view illustrating the shell elements is shown in Figure 24(b). In the 
schematic, –60º fibers are green, 0º fibers are blue or yellow, and +60º fibers are red. For the present 
work, the unit cell is subdivided into four parallel subcells, as shown in the figure. For the model, each 
subcell is approximated to be a laminated composite composed of a stack of fiber bundles at various 
orientations that are determined by the braid architecture. Subcell A is modeled as a [+60°/0°/–60°] 
composite (bottom layer listed first). Subcell B is modeled as a [–60°/+60°] composite, subcell C is 
modeled as a [–60°/0°/+60°] composite, and subcell D is modeled as a [+60°/–60°] composite. 

   The composites examined in this study were made using six layers of braided preforms. The axial 
(0°) fibers in each layer were aligned, but the lateral position of axial fibers in each layer was random. As 
a result, axial fibers in the various layers are not located directly on top of each other. Instead, the axial 
fiber location in each layer is shifted in a random way relative to the location of axial fiber in the layers 
above and below. In generating the finite element model for the full six-layer composite, this behavior 
was approximated by shifting each layer of fibers by one subcell to the left in the full model. A schematic 
of the full finite element model is shown in Figure 25, where subcell A is pink, subcell B is blue, subcell 
C is green, and subcell D is yellow. The fiber shifting can be observed in this schematic. For example, in 
the top layer subcell D is the rightmost subcell. In the second layer subcell D is the second from the right 
subcell, and so forth. 

Each subcell in Figure 25 has 15 layers of fibers, which allows each layer to be given a constant 
thickness. The difference in size between the 24k axial tows and 12k bias tows was accounted for in the 
finite element model by weighting the axial layers twice the amount of the bias layers. Related to this, in 
actuality the +60° and –60° plies in subcells B and D in the one-layer model would have a lower fiber 
volume ratio than the 0, +60° and –60° plies in subcells A and C, assuming that each subcell has a 
constant thickness. By incorporating the fiber shifting, the overall fiber volume ratio within each subcell 
is constant. Also, with this fiber layup, each subcell is a balanced composite, which eliminates the shear 
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coupling terms within the stiffness matrix. This is useful for back-calculating the equivalent unidirectional 
properties to be described later. By incorporating the fiber shifting within the finite element model, each 
subcell will have 0° fibers, +60° fibers, and –60° fibers. In the original configuration, subcells B and D 
would not have 0° fibers, which might lead to them being overly weak in the axial direction. 

Constitutive Model Overview 

The material model that is used for these analyses is a continuum damage mechanics-based model for 
unidirectional composites, based on a theory developed by Matzenmiller, et al. (Ref. 27), that is 
implemented in LS–DYNA as MAT_58. For this material model, the required input stiffness parameters 
include the unidirectional-ply-level axial and transverse modulus, in-plane shear modulus, and the in-
plane Poisson’s ratio. The unidirectional-ply-level strength data that is required includes the axial tensile 
and axial compressive failure stress and failure strain, the transverse tensile and transverse compressive 
failure stress and failure strain, and the in-plane shear failure stress and failure strain. The stiffness values 
are used by the material model to simulate the initial linear portion of the composite response. The ply-
level strength and ultimate strain values are used to determine the nonlinear portion of the material 
response and to determine how the damage parameters used as internal variables within the material 
model evolve over the loading cycle. Furthermore, the user is allowed to specify a “stress limiting factor” 
in the longitudinal and/or transverse directions. If the value of the stress limiting factor is set to zero, the 
failure stress value is assumed to occur at the specified failure strain, and the material model then 
“connects the dots” (including enforcing any required material nonlinearity) in order to create the best-fit 
stress strain curve that accounts for the specified stiffness and strength values. If the stress limiting factor 
is set to one, the stress-strain curve of the composite is assumed to increase linearly until the maximum 
strength value is reached. At that point, the material is assumed to act as if it were a perfectly plastic 
material, with the strain in the specified direction, increasing with no increase in stress until such point as 
the specified strain level is reached, at which point material failure is assumed to occur. 

The properties required by the model described above are the properties of the lamina (individual 
fiber bundles plus a portion of the surrounding resin material). A fundamental problem in the analysis of 
textile composites is that the lamina properties are not known and cannot be directly measured. Attempts 
can be made to fabricate unidirectional laminates using the same fiber tows that are used to make the 
preform. This approach is often not easy to accomplish, and the properties of the unidirectional lamina 
could be different from the properties of the fiber tows within the textile composite because of processing 
differences. For these reasons, a method was chosen that utilizes a micromechanics approach to calculate 
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the lamina properties from experimental data obtained on the braided composite. Although there are also 
some limitations using this approach, the experimental requirements are simplified, and the calculated 
lamina properties represent the in situ properties of fiber bundles within the braided composite. The 
experimental methods described earlier in this report provide the full set of data needed for the model, 
including guidance on how to specify the stress limiting factors mentioned earlier. 

Determination of Material Properties 

For both the stiffness and strength properties, test data from coupon tests on the braided composite are 
utilized to back-calculate the equivalent unidirectional composite properties.  

Stiffness Properties 

To back-calculate the stiffness properties, first the geometry of a coupon-level transverse tensile test 
was considered, where the axial fibers are oriented perpendicular to the applied load. A schematic of a 
test of this type is shown in Figure 26. In this figure, the four subcells of the unit cell are oriented 
perpendicular to the applied load. 

Several assumptions were applied in the model development. The applied load was assumed to be 
equally divided between all of the braid layers and between each of the unit cells along the width of the 
composite specimen. Furthermore, by assuming that the common assumptions of classical laminate 
theory were valid for each of the subcells, the axial and transverse strains for each subcell were assumed 
to be constant throughout the thickness of the subcell, and the strains measured on the outer surface of the 
composite were assumed to be the strains throughout each of the layers of the subcell. Therefore, only the 
single-layer unit cell (Fig. 24) was utilized in the analysis. Each subcell was assumed to have a uniform 
fiber volume ratio to simplify the analysis, even though subcells B and D most likely have a lower fiber 
volume fraction than subcells A and C. It is recognized that the fiber volume within subcells needs to be 
more accurately represented, and current efforts to improve the model are addressing this issue. Each 
subcell was assumed to have a homogenized average strain (i.e., the strain between subcells could vary, 
but the strain within a subcell was assumed to be constant). Only in-plane loadings were considered, and 
in-plane normal-shear couplings were neglected (since the full six-layer subcells were approximated as 
balanced composites). Even though the composite layups were antisymmetric, tension-bending coupling 
was neglected in order to simplify the analysis. This assumption was verified by the lack of any bending 
detected in the full-field strain measurements. For the transverse loading condition and the specified 
geometry, the applied load in each subcell in the loading direction was assumed to be equal (isostress type 
of assumption), and the volume average of the applied loads perpendicular to the loading direction in each 
of the subcells was assumed to be zero.  

By utilizing these assumptions in combination with the assumptions and methods of classical 
lamination theory, a series of equations was generated that relate the applied global stress for the 
composite coupon (and thus the unit cell) and the subcell-level axial and transverse strains (determined 
from the experimental data using methods to be described below) in terms of the unidirectional-ply-level 
stiffness properties. To have enough equations to match all of the unknowns, the geometry of an axial 
tensile test was also examined (see Fig. 27 for a schematic).  
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In this case, the unit cell and subcells were aligned in the direction of the applied load. The volume 
average of the load in the loading direction in each of the subcells was assumed to be equal to the global 
applied load for the unit cell, and the load perpendicular to the loading direction in each of the subcells 
was assumed to be zero. Once again, by combining these assumptions with classical laminate theory, a 
series of equations relating the global applied stress, the subcell-level axial and transverse strains, and the 
effective unidirectional-ply-level properties was obtained. 

To apply these equations, the unit-cell-level stresses and the subcell-level strains were assumed to be 
the known values, and the effective ply-level unidirectional material properties were assumed to be the 
unknown values. The results from the axial tension and transverse tension were applied independently; 
that is, stress values from axial tension tests were paired with axial and transverse strain values from axial 
tension tests, and stress values and axial and transverse strain values from transverse tension tests were 
linked. To determine the unit-cell-level stresses, a stress value from the initial linear portion of the stress 
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strain curve was identified, and divided by the number of layers in the composite and again by the number 
of unit cells in the width of the composite specimen to obtain the average stress in the unit cell. The full-
field strain was examined to determine the average strain within regions corresponding to specific subcell 
locations. An example is shown in Figure 28. The braid architecture can be seen in the upper picture in 
Figure 28. Regions corresponding to specific subcells can be identified. The average strain in these 
regions is measured by tracking points near the edge of the region. The points used to measure axial and 
transverse strains in two subcells are shown in Figure 28. The upper picture shows the locations of these 
points with respect to the braid architecture, while the lower picture shows a closeup view of the strain 
field within the subcells. Strain values from multiple unit cells and subcells were measured and averaged. 
Global stress (and corresponding subcell strain) values were determined from several locations in the 
linear portion of the axial and transverse stress-strain curves, with their values being applied to the 
equations. The corresponding computed property values were then averaged in order to obtain average 
values of the unidirectional-ply-level properties. 

Strength Properties 

The unidirectional strength values were also determined from the results of coupon tests on the 
braided material. The assumption was made that in an axial tensile test the load is primarily carried by the 
axial fibers, with the bias fibers making relatively small contributions. As a result, the axial failure stress 
and axial failure strain observed for the braided composite were assumed to be equal to the equivalent 
ply-level unidirectional axial failure stress and axial failure strain. This introduces a small error into the 
material property calculations that can be corrected in future work. 

The strain field measured during axial compression tests was nearly uniform throughout the gage 
section with little effect of the braid architecture (see Fig. 3(a)). The compressive strains in the axial 
fibers were therefore assumed to be equal to the global compressive strains in the composite. The 
compressive stress in the axial fibers was assumed to be equal to the global compressive stress. Therefore, 
the unidirectional compressive failure stress and failure strain were set equal to the measured global 
compressive failure stress and failure strain. Even though the compressive stress-strain curves had a 
significant amount of nonlinearity (see Fig. 3(c)) near the end of the loading curve, and almost resembled 
a “perfectly plastic” response, the stress limiting factor was still set to zero. This parameter could lead to 
an underprediction of the compressive response at strains less than the failure strain. 

To determine the equivalent transverse compressive failure stress and failure strain, once again the 
observation was made that during a transverse compression test, the compressive strains are relatively 
uniform throughout the gage section, indicating that the compressive strain (and by extension the 
compressive stress) for the axial fibers are equal to the compressive stress and strain for the braided 
composite. Therefore, once again the equivalent unidirectional transverse compressive failure stress and 
failure strain were set equal to the transverse compressive failure stress and failure strain for the braided 
composite. It is recognized that a more detailed analysis of the actual stress within the transverse fiber 
bundle will be needed for future refinement of the model. 

To determine the equivalent transverse tensile failure stress of the unidirectional composite, the 
transverse tensile test data from the braided composites could not be used directly since in a transverse 
tension test, unlike in an axial tension test, the bias fibers significantly contribute to the global response of 
the composite. The lowest global transverse stress at which fiber splitting occurred (see Fig. 10) was used 
as the transverse failure stress for the unidirectional composite. Again, it is recognized that a more 
detailed analysis of the actual stress within the transverse fiber bundle is needed. The local transverse 
strain at the site of a fiber bundle split could be measured directly (see Fig. 10 and related discussion in 
the “Tensile Test Results” section). The strain at which fiber bundle splitting occurred was taken to be the 
transverse tensile failure strain for the unidirectional lamina. In a unidirectional composite complete 
failure occurs when the transverse failure stress is reached. In a braided composite the fiber bundles are 
constrained by adjacent fiber bundles, so multiple splits occur within a fiber bundle before complete 
failure of the composite. To account for this behavior, the stress limiting factor in the transverse direction 
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was set equal to one. This allows the material to act as if it were a perfectly plastic material after the onset 
of fiber bundle splitting. 

To compute the shear failure stress and the shear failure strain, the assumption was made that under 
pure shear loading, the shear stress and shear strain in every layer in all of the subcells was equal to the 
global shear stress and shear strain. Therefore, the equivalent unidirectional shear strength and shear failure 
strain was assumed to be equal to the shear failure stress and shear failure strain measured for the composite. 

Simulation of Quasi-Static Tension Tests 

A series of simulations were conducted to evaluate the analysis methods described above. First, the quasi-
static axial and transverse tensile tests on the T700S/PR520 material were simulated. The finite element 
meshes are shown in Figure 29. The finite element model for the axial tension test was 20.32 cm (8.0 in.) long 
and 3.56 cm (1.40 in.) wide and had 369 nodes and 320 shell elements. The model for the transverse tensile 
test was 30.48 cm (12 in.) long and 3.56 cm (1.40 in.) wide and had 522 nodes and 476 elements. 

The fixed end of the model was constrained in all three displacement and rotation directions. The 
loading was displacement controlled at the rate of 0.0635 cm/s (0.025 in./s), which was consistent with 
the test conditions. Each subcell was modeled as a shell element. In the figure, the red elements represent 
subcell A, the blue elements represent subcell B, the green elements represent subcell C, and the yellow 
elements represent subcell D. Each subcell is modeled using an individual shell element. This allows the 
braid architecture to be explicitly modeled within the finite element mesh. The unit cell orientations for 
both of the modeling conditions are highlighted for reference. In the axial test simulation the unit cell is 
oriented perpendicular to the direction of the applied load. In the transverse test simulation the unit cell is 
oriented parallel to the direction of the applied load. 

Tensile stress versus strain curves were generated for the T700S/PR520 material in both the axial and 
transverse directions. The material properties that were used for the analysis are shown in Table IV. Failure 
was deemed to occur when all of the elements in a row failed. The element failure occurred nearly 
simultaneously in the simulations, leading to a fairly abrupt ultimate failure. The resulting stress-strain 
curves are shown in Figure 30. 
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TABLE IV.—EQUIVALENT UNIDIRECTIONAL MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
OF T700/PR520 TRIAXIAL BRAID COMPOSITE USED FOR SIMULATIONSa 
Axial modulus EA, GPa (Msi) .............................................................. 51.37 (7.45) 
Transverse modulus EB, GPa (Msi) ...................................................... 25.03 (3.63) 
In-plane shear modulus GAB, GPa (Msi) ............................................. 18.96 (2.75) 
In-plane Poisson’s ratio PRBA......................................................................... 0.071  
Axial tensile failure strain E11T .................................................................... 0.0216 
Axial compressive failure strain E11C ............................................................. 0.018 
Transverse tensile failure strain E22T ............................................................ 0.0168 
Transverse compressive failure strain E22C .................................................... 0.011 
In-plane shear failure strain GMS .................................................................... 0.024 
Axial tensile stress at failure XT, MPa (ksi) .................................... 1044.59 (151.5) 
Axial compressive stress at failure XC, MPa (ksi) .............................377.09 (54.69) 
Transverse tensile stress at failure YT, MPa (ksi) ............................... 361.99 (52.5) 
Transverse compressive stress at failure YC, MPa (ksi) ..................... 344.75 (50.0) 
In-plane shear stress at failure SC, MPa (ksi) ................................... 307.31 (44.57)  
Stress-limiting parameter for axial tension SLIMT1 ............................................... 0 
Stress-limiting parameter for transverse tension SLIMT2 ...................................... 1 
Stress-limiting parameter for axial compression SLIMC1 ...................................... 0 
Stress-limiting parameter for transverse compression SLIMC2 .............................. 0 
Stress-limiting parameter for shear SLIMS ............................................................. 0 
aSymbols are those used by LS–DYNA code (Ref. 18). 
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In both the axial and transverse tests, the correlation of the computed modulus to the actual modulus 
was reasonably good. The fact that the axial tensile specimen exhibited a linear response until failure was 
captured by the simulations.  The simulated axial tensile strength of the specimen also was closely 
correlated with the experimental results. However, the ultimate strength of the transverse tensile specimen 
was significantly overpredicted, and the simulated response of the transverse tensile test was much more 
linear than observed in the experiments.  One possible cause for the discrepancy is related to the fact that 
in the transverse tensile tests all of the bias fibers are not gripped, which may lead to an overly weak 
response. Further studies need to be made on whether the observed discrepancies are caused by 
limitations in the experimental techniques or limitations imposed by the assumptions used in the analysis 
method. 

Simulation of Impact Tests 

Simulations of the impact tests of the T700S/PR520 material described earlier in the report were 
conducted. To simulate the flat panels used in the impact tests, a finite element mesh 0.6096 m (24 in.) 
wide, 0.6096 m (24 in.) long, and 0.3175 cm (0.125 in.) thick with 16 320 shell elements was used. The 
finite element mesh of the panel is shown in Figure 31. 

The four sides of the panel were constrained in all three displacement and all three rotation directions. 
Because the gelatin is a low-strength, low-stiffness, and high-flow material, it was modeled as a fluid with 
a specified pressure-volume relation. The material equation-of-state relationship was also used for 
simulation of the shock wave at initial contact. To account for the extreme deformation of the gelatin 
during impact, the gelatin geometry was implemented into an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eularian (ALE) mesh, 
which allowed the gelatin to flow freely and exhibit large deformations. This model was able to simulate 
the large deformation of the projectile shown in Figure 14. Further details about the gelatin model can be 
found in Reference 17. The model parameters have been adjusted in part by correlation with results of 
previous impact tests on composite panels. This is a limitation on the predictive capability of the current 
simulation method, and improved projectile models are being considered. The gelatin was modeled using 
41 040 solid elements. Simulations were run for various impact velocities above and below the 
penetration threshold. The penetration threshold in the simulations was defined as the velocity at which 
any element completely failed, with all of the integration points failing. The model predicted penetration 
taking place at an impact velocity of 191 m/sec (627 ft/s), which agreed well with the experimentally 
determined velocity threshold of 194 m/sec (637 ft/s).  

For this case of impact penetration, the initiation and progression of damage was also compared with 
the experimental results. The experimental and predicted damage patterns are shown in Figure 32. 
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In the experiments the damage initiates in the middle of the panel and propagates in the vertical 
direction parallel with the axial fibers. The simulation captured the failure initiation and the initial 
propagation of damage. However, transverse cracks occurred later in the simulation. The damage pattern 
in the simulations is similar to that shown for a homogeneous material in Figure 22. This is probably 
caused by the assumption of constant fiber volume fraction in all subcells. This can best be explained by 
examining Figure 24. The constant fiber volume assumption artificially strengthens the bias fibers in 
subcells B and D. Because of the fiber angles within these subcells, the increased fiber strength would 
suppress crack propagation along the bias fiber direction and the axial direction to a greater extent than 
along the transverse direction. An initial set of parametric studies indicated that the model in its current 
form cannot simulate experiments in which cracks grow along bias fiber directions. In the simulations 
performed by Cheng (see Fig. 23), it was possible to simulate crack growth in bias fiber directions by 
reducing the fiber volume fraction in subcells B and D and adjusting other model parameters. This 
suggests that it should be possible to better simulate crack propagation using the new model as the model 
is refined. If this can be achieved, the advantage of the new approach is that the fiber architecture in a 
multilayer laminate can be better represented, and there is a clear methodology for obtaining material 
properties from experimental data and setting parameters (such as the stress limiting factors) to reflect 
actual material behavior. Although damage progression in the impact tests was not adequately simulated, 
the damage initiation that leads to failure was simulated. In addition, the simulations correlate well with 
the overall panel deformation. 

Conclusions 

The coordinated test and analysis method presented in the report appears to be a promising approach 
for simulating ballistic impact of triaxial braided composite materials. The analysis method is 
computationally efficient and uses data directly measured on coupon specimens made with the triaxial 
braided material. Damage initiation and initial propagation of the crack during impact were simulated for 
the material system presented in this report. Data used in the analysis were obtained using standard 
composite test methods augmented by full-field strain measurements. Several improvements are needed 
to make the simulation method more accurate and more capable of representing the wide range of failure 
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modes that have been observed for different material systems. Continued work is needed to eliminate 
edge effects and ensure uniform deformation in the gage section of tensile test specimens. Data from tests 
that involve multiaxial loading, out-of-plane bending, and high strain rates would improve material 
characterization and provide for better model validation. The methods used to acquire and analyze full-
field strain data must be standardized for both quasi-static and impact tests. Ongoing refinements of the 
micromechanics analysis will yield more realistic estimates of the local fiber bundle stresses as a function 
of the global applied stress. These refined calculations could be used to provide more realistic values for 
the composite strength properties used in the model. The simulation approach described in this report 
should be a suitable framework for implementation of these improvements as the newer information 
becomes available. 
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